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A detailed theoretical study of the elementary mechanisms occurring during the shear-coupled grain

boundary (GB) migration at low temperature is performed focusing on both the energetic and structural

characteristics. The migration of a �13ð320Þ GB in a copper bicrystal in response to external shear

displacements is simulated using a semiempirical potential. The minimum energy path of the shear-

coupled GB migration is computed using the nudge elastic band method. The GB migration occurs

through the nucleation and motion of GB steps identified as disconnections. Energy barriers for the GB

and disconnection migrations are evaluated.
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Nanocrystalline materials (grains sizes <100 nm)
present enhanced mechanical properties compared to
conventional materials. While the role of dislocations
may explain the mechanical properties’ enhancements
due to grain refinement in the microcrystalline regime
(Hall-Petch effect) [1], stress-induced grain boundary
(GB) migrations are suggested to be an efficient plasticity
mechanism in nanocrystalline metals [2–4].

Among the possible GB-based mechanisms [5], at low
temperature, for low- and high-angle GBs, the shear-
coupled GB migration has been evidenced as a dominant
one both experimentally [2,6,7] and using molecular
dynamics simulations [8–10]: the normal GB displacement
over a distance m is accompanied by a relative in-plane
translation �d. The coupling factor � ¼ �d=m character-
izes this mechanism. Numerous theoretical studies have
focused on the relation between the coupling factor and
the GB geometry [8,11] or on the stick-slip GB migration
under a constant shear velocity [12]. Besides, experimental
efforts have mainly consisted in measuring the coupling
factor [7,11,13].

The present theoretical study addresses the elementary
mechanisms occurring during the shear-coupled GB migra-
tion at low temperature. Using atomistic simulations based
on the nudge elastic band (NEB) method, the shear-coupled
GB migration is shown to occur through the nucleation
and motion of GB steps, identified as disconnections [14].
Structural and energetic characteristics of these elementary
mechanisms are described. The GB migration, generally
considered a simple activated process of the stick-slip
motion is evidenced as a succession of elementary activated
processes in agreement with numerical observations of
disconnections [8,15].

The migration of a symmetric tilt GB in response to an
external shear deformation is investigated in a copper
bicrystal using the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
package LAMMPS [16]. Figure 1(a) shows a sketch of the

system under study. The simulation cell contains two sym-
metric grains of a perfect fcc copper crystal disorientated
relatively to each other by an angle �¼67:38� around
the [001] direction: a symmetric coincident site lattice
(CSL) tilt boundary, �13 (320), results at the interface.
The equilibrium configuration of this GB and its shear-
coupled migration characteristic have already been studied
[12]. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the ½2�30�
(y-axis) and [001] (z-axis) directions. The cell x size (x axis
along the [320] direction) is 10.3 nm. In the following,
L½2�30�ðL½001�Þ refers to the coincident site lattice periodicity
along the ½2�30�ð½001�Þ direction. The interactions between
copper atoms are modeled using an embedded-atom
potential [17]. Two 1.5 nm thick slabs at the top and bottom
of the cell contain atoms with relative positions frozen to
the perfect lattice ones and are used to impose a shear stress
on the GB. The equilibrium structure of the �13 GB is
reported in Fig. 1(b) and shows characteristic structural
units [12].
The shear-coupled GB migration is studied at 0 K: the

slabs are translated relatively to each other in the y direc-
tion by small increments and the potential energy is mini-
mized at each step using a conjugate gradient method.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) report the shear stress (calculated
using the virial stress tensor) and the potential energy vari-
ation as a function of the relative shear displacement d.
These results are given for a simulation cell which the
y, z sizes, and atom number are 1.3 nm (1L½2�30�), 1.4 nm

(4L½001�), and 1664 atoms. Increasing the shear displace-

ment d from the equilibrium initial configuration d0 ¼ 0 in
Fig. 2, the shear stress (potential energy) linearly (quadrati-
cally) increases and evidences an elastic regime leaving
the GB position unchanged compared to its initial position
(black curves). This regime breaks up at dc ¼ 0:365 nm
where the shear stress drops as the GB migrates. From this
point d > dc, an increase in shear displacement d produces
a linear increase (red or dark gray curves) of the shear
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stress until the next GB migration resulting in a stick-slip
behavior [12]. Decreasing the shear displacement d from
d > dc (red or dark gray curves) results in the linear
(quadratic) decreases of the shear stress (potential energy):
this regime is elastic leaving the GB position unchanged
compared to the final GB configuration reached after the
first migration. The shear stress cancels and the potential
energy is minimum at the equilibrium final GB position

d1 ¼ 0:1 nm. The normal GB displacement m¼�0:25nm
(measured from the simulation) is accompanied by a
shear displacement �d ¼ d1 � d0. The coupling factor is
� ¼ �0:40, in agreement with previous studies [12].
While the GB migrates at 0 K for d ¼ dc, at finite

temperature, the GB may migrate for d < dc [12]. To
investigate this expected thermally activated migration,
configurations of the system before and after the GB
migration obtained at 0 K for a given external parameter
d are used as initial and final configurations in the climbing
image NEB method [18]. The NEB method involving
typically 40 images yields the determination of the mini-
mum energy path (MEP) for each value of d. A reaction
coordinate (RC), a normalized distance [19] along the
energy path, is defined as an indicator of the GB migration
progress. Figure 3(a) reports the variation of the potential
energy �E along the MEP for a shear displacement d ¼
0:066 nm, a representative MEP among those obtained
varying d: the NEB is performed between the initial ci
(RC ¼ 0) and final cf (RC ¼ 1) configurations reported

in Fig. 2(a). The MEP presents two local maxima for
RC ¼ 0:37 and 0.58 and a metastable state for RC ¼
0:506. The energy barrier for the GB migration is deduced
�EGB

bar ¼ 0:283 eV. Figure 3(b) reports the projection of

the initial, metastable and final configurations of the GB
in the (x, y) plane. The metastable configuration, a L½001�
periodic structure along the z direction, shows a displaced
structural unit evidencing two opposite GB steps.
Performing a Burgers circuit in the (x, y) plane, the

Burgers vectors ~b1 ¼ ðL½2�30�=13Þ ~uy and ~b2 ¼ � ~b1 are

associated with the left and right steps. Such GB steps,
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Shear stress and (b) potential energy
variation (black, red, and green) as a function of the shear
displacement. Black and red curves correspond to the initial
and final configurations of the GB. The blue curve reports the
energy of the transition state from the initial to the final con-
figuration. Dashed lines are a guide to the eyes. ci and cf denote

the initial RC ¼ 0 and final RC ¼ 1 configurations used in the
NEB method with d ¼ 0:066 nm [cf Fig. 3(a)]. The cell y and
z sizes are 1.3 nm and 1.4 nm. For black and white printing, red
and blue curves appear as dark and very dark gray curves.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) MEP energy profile as a function of
the RC. (b) Same as Fig. 1(b) for the initial, metastable, and final
GB configurations. Black curves are guides to the eyes. Blue and
green squares display the main moving atoms. The cell y and
z sizes are 1.3 nm and 1.4 nm.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Sketch of the simulation cell.
(b) Configurations of the �13 GB projected in the (x, y) plane:
Black (gray) and red (pink) atoms belong to different grains.
Black (red) and gray (pink) atoms do not have the same z
coordinate. For black and white printing, red, gray, and pink
atoms appear as dark gray, gray, and light gray atoms.
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presenting a shear component and a normal displacement
(the step height) are, following Ref. [14], disconnections.
The ratio between this shear component and the step height
is the GB coupling factor. Examining the configurations
along the MEP, the appearance and disappearance of the
disconnections are mainly induced by the rotation of four
atomic columns around the z direction suggesting a shuf-
fling mechanism [20,21]: These columns are enclosed in
the blue (right) (RC ¼ 0 ! 0:506) and green (left) squares
(RC ¼ 0:506 ! 1) in Fig. 3(b) and the rotation axes nearly
coincide with the blue and green points (corresponding to
the right corner).

Some additional simulations are performed in cells with
y sizes ranging linearly from 1.3 nm (1L½2�30�) to 6.5 nm

(5L½2�30�) corresponding to 1664 to 8320 atoms (the cell x

and z sizes being 10.3 nm and 1.4 nm). Figure 4(a) reports
the evolution of the MEP per unit area �e ¼ �E=A (with
A the GB area) during the GBmigration as a function of the
RC for different cell y sizes and for a shear displacement
d ¼ 0:066 nm. The MEP per unit area presents an increas-
ing number of local extrema with the simulation cell y size.
The structural analysis shows that the GB migration occurs
through the formation and motion in opposite directions
of two (opposite) disconnections per cell regardless the
cell y size. As an example, in the larger cell (6.5 nm y size)
containing ten structural units, the configurations where
the structural units have been successively displaced

correspond either to a minimum or a shoulder (at RC ¼
0:13, 0.79, and 0.84) in the MEP.
Below, the disconnection formation is shown to be the

limiting step of the migration. To this aim, the MEP curves
are interpreted within the elasticity theory. In the follow-
ing, all quantities denoted by � refer to energies per
disconnection unit length. The excess energy � due to the
presence of two opposite parallel disconnections separated
by a distance a reads [22]:

�ðaÞ ¼ 2�formðrcÞ þ �interða; rcÞ þ �stressðaÞ; (1)

�formðrcÞ is the disconnection formation energy (rc the core
radius). �interða; rcÞ is the elastic interaction energy
between the disconnections and their images (periodic
boundary conditions in the y direction): if the disconnec-
tion cores do not overlap, analytical calculations using the
linear isotropic theory of elasticity (with Poisson’s ratio �
and shear modulus �) yield: �interða; rcÞ ¼ ð�b21=2�ð1�
�ÞÞ ln½ðLy=�rcÞ sinð�a=LyÞ�. �stressðaÞ is the work of inter-

nal forces during the disconnection motion in the absence
of disconnection interactions, i.e., the energy change pro-
duced by the displacement a of a single disconnection in an
infinite GB interface: �stress ¼ ðefinal � einitialÞa with efinal
(einitial) the energy per unit area of a system with a plane
GB in its final (initial) position. efinal � einitial deduces from
Fig. 2(b). Examining the metastable configurations along
the MEP, the disconnection distance a is found to linearly
vary with RC: a ¼ Ly RC. Figure 4(b) reports the excess

energy � derived from the NEB calculations (solid curve)
in the larger cell (6.5 nm y size) and the fit (dashed curve)
of the metastable configurations curve by the expre-
ssion: �ðaÞ ¼ 2�formðrcÞ þ K ln½ðLy=�rcÞ sinð�a=LyÞ� þ
ðefinal � einitialÞa. Values of �formðrcÞ ¼ 0:053 eV � nm�1

(using rc the copper lattice parameter 0.3615 nm) [23]
and K ¼ 0:3059 eV � nm�1 are deduced. Though the
expression �interða; rcÞ is established using the isotropic
linear elasticity, its application to the present case is
satisfactory [24]. From the subtraction of the MEP with
Eq. (1), the disconnection motion energy barrier is deduced
��discbar �52�4meV�nm�1. The energy barrier ��discbar for a

disconnection motion is about 11 times smaller than the
energy barrier ��GBbar ð5L½2�30�Þ¼578meV�nm�1 [measured

from Fig. 4(b)] for the GB migration in the larger cell in
qualitative agreement with recent simulation results [25].
Though rigorously dependent on the disconnection forma-
tion and motions, the GB migration rate is essentially
controlled by the formation of a critical nucleus composed
of two disconnections.
Figure 5 reports the energy barrier for the GB migration

per unit disconnection length ��GBbar ðLyÞ as measured and

defined from Fig. 4(b) as a function of the shear displace-
ment d in the range 0< d< dc for different cell y sizes.
For a given cell y size, ��GBbar ðLyÞ cancels for d ¼ dc in

agreement with the spontaneous migration of the GB at 0
K. ��GBbar ðLyÞ decreases with d: the work of the external
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Minimum energy path per unit area
as a function of the RC for d ¼ 0:066 nm for 5 different cell y
sizes ranging from 1 to 5L½2�30� (z size is 1.4 nm). (b) Minimum

energy path (solid line) per unit disconnection length as a
function of the RC for d ¼ 0:066 nm (the cell y and z size are
6.5 nm and 1.4 nm) and energy variation (dashed line) for stable
configurations, as fitted from elasticity theory Eq. (1). The
quantities ��GBbar and ��discbar are roughly reported.
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force applied to the slabs to displace them is positive. This
work not only affects the initial and final configuration
energies [black and red curves in Fig. 2(b)], but also the
transition state energy (blue curve).

In our simulation model, due to the periodic boundary
conditions in the y direction, the metastable configurations
of the GB migration mechanism correspond to the forma-
tion of a regular array (whose period is the cell y size)
of opposite disconnections. However on an infinite GB
interface, following Eq. (1), the GB migration mechanism
presenting the lowest energy barrier per unit GB area
corresponds to the formation of a single critical nucleus
composed of two disconnections and their further motion
on an infinite GB interface. On one hand, the energy barrier
per unit disconnection length ��GBbar ð1Þ to form such a

critical nucleus can be estimated from Eq. (1). In the limit
Ly ! 1, � is stationary for ac ¼ �K=ðefinal � einitialÞ.
So that the GB migration mechanism presents a critical
nucleus only if ac > 0, i.e., efinal � einitial < 0 or from
Fig. 2(b), d > 0:05 nm. For d ¼ 0:066 nm, ��GBbar ð1Þ ¼
748 meV � nm�1 is found. On the other hand, ��GBbar ð1Þ
can also be estimated from values of ��GBbar ðLyÞ reported in
Fig. 5: ��GBbar ðLyÞ increases with the cell y size and tends to
converge with the simulation cell y size at least for large
values of d. For small values d < 0:05 nm,��GBbar ðLyÞ is not
expected to converge with the cell y size, from the analysis
above. For intermediate values 0:05nm<d&0:1–0:15nm,
the convergence is not complete as evidenced by the
comparison between the energy barrier in the biggest cell
��GBbar ð5L½2�30�Þ ¼ 578 meV � nm�1 and the theoretical es-

timation ��GBbar ð1Þ ¼ 748 meV � nm�1 for d ¼ 0:066 nm.

Finally, the dependence of the energy barrier ��discbar for

the disconnection motion has been found to weakly vary
with the shear displacement d. Regarding the incertitude of
the measure of ��discbar , the quantitative characterization of

this dependence is not possible, so that in first approxima-
tion, this energy barrier can be considered as invariant with
the shear displacement.

In conclusion, the elementary mechanisms of the shear-
coupled GB migration in a copper bicrystal have been
evidenced. Complementary to the common stick-slip GB
motion presentation, the GB migration occurs through the
nucleation and motion of GB disconnections in agreement
with recent simulations [15]. The nucleation is the rate
limiting process. These elementary mechanisms are sup-
ported by recent experimental results evidencing the for-
mation of GBmacrosteps [7]. Such a migration mechanism
limited by the disconnections nucleation applies if the
temperatures or GB areas (in nanocrystalline metals) are
small enough to prevent numerous quasisimultaneous
nucleation on the same GB interface.
The present study opens numerous perspectives to the

investigation of the elementary processes of low tempera-
ture GB migration. First, extending the simulation cell in
the z direction, the elementary mechanism of the formation
and migration of disconnections can be investigated: some
preliminary calculations, show that these processes are not
invariant by translation along z, evidencing some discon-
nection kinks. A forthcoming publication will be devoted
to this study. Second, the present study, and more precisely
the developed method [26] is easily transposable to the
investigation of any GB. In addition, since several MD
studies [8,12,15] have reported the observation of GB steps,
we are confident that the shear-coupled GB migration
mechanism involving the nucleation and motion of discon-
nections is not specific to the �13ð320Þ GB of copper but
can be applied to numerous GBs including the low-, high-
angle, and asymmetrical GB in various materials.
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